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BREAKING UP THE YOUTH GANGS

A report 1 on an experimental centre that has gone a long way to Break up gangs of

Boys and girls is published today (Friday) By the Board of Education* 55

It describes the initial work undertaken for the Birmingham Education Committee

the Principal of aBirmingham Evening Institute and is issued by the Board in the

cue - that it will encourage similar and other experiments in dealing with the needs

i young people who, for one reason or another, are outside the influence of social

educational organisation.

The district served by this Centre presented special difficulties. Air-raids

destroyed or damaged all existing clubs and there appeared to be no significant

attempt in the locality to provide for. the social needs of young people.

Street-comer and shop-doorway gangs
of Boys and girls were numerous; morale and

morals were exceedingly Bad. The ’’gang” and”unattached” problem had always existed'

in this district But war conditions had made it worse. The gangs made themselves a

nuisance to neighbours and passers-by and were often responsible for malicious damage.

The Education Committee decided to provide a place where these young people could

meet and have the opportunity to do something of value to themselves end at the same

time, develop their character and morale.

Membership was confined to the most difficult members of the community - Boys and

girls Between the ages of 14-20 who had never Been members of a club or organisation.

All who joined were expected to take up some definite form of study. The subjects

now available include:- Woodwork and Model making, Science and Radio, Physical Exer-

cises, (including Boxing and Wrestling) Keep Fit, Dancing, Choir, Dramatics, First Aid

and Home Nursing, Mathematics, Horae Craft and Needlework,

Side by side with these study sections are recreational clubs which are only open

to those who study. They include:- the model aeroplane club, the concert party, the

dramatic society, football, cricket, netball, cycling, rambling, camping, A Library,
a canteen and a Rest Centre are also available and bathing facilities and free medical

advice are being provided.

The management of the clubs and teams is entirely in the hands of the members.

The Centre itself is run by a member’s committee with the Principal, a teacher and the

Registrar as additional members. •

The Centre was opened in May 1941 and 133 young people enrolled in the first week.

Many came with the intention of breaking up the venture and nearly did so. The first

four weeks wore a ’’nightmare” to the Principal and his two assistants, but by making
street contacts the roll had by this time increased to 97 girls and 126 boys.

Gradually the Centre became more settled, self-disciplined, clean and mannerly.
In March 1942 the live roll was 178 boys and 133 girls and there is now a waiting list.

Street gangs have been reduced to two within a radius of over half a mile from the

Centre. *

The Principal states that there is no intense loyalty among street gangs. A leader

is usually chosen because he can shout down all opposition. He expects to 'break rules

of games or alter them so .that he can always win. Much care and patience was required
to change this but once a gang was broken it did not easily re-form.

Of the girl gangs, the Principal! reports that the leader appears to goon her

position by cheekiness and a swift tongue. She loses her position in the Centre because
the boys are too busy playing games to heed her cheekiness and she usually quietens dam
and "takes to dramatics or dancing or joins as a good sport with the boys in their games.

The report attributes the success of the experiment to the type of instructors

available. "They must be prepared to stay on the level of the members for some time and

school methods must always be avoided."
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